Blue kia

MSRP excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options and dealer
charges. Actual prices set by dealer and may vary. Some options shown may not be available
on all trims. Step into a confidence-inspiring vehicle that packs big design, technology and
versatility in a small SUV. Kia Motors reserves the right to make changes at any time as to
vehicle availability, destination, and handling fees, colors, materials, specifications, features,
accessories, packages and models. Not responsible for typographical and computer errors.
Other options available for other trim levels. Some color, package, and option selections may
include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages. All exterior and
interior images and specifications contained on this website are based on latest product
information available at the time of posting and may vary slightly from actual product. See
retailer for details. Explore the possibilities. The interior features thorough ergonomic design,
with ample passenger space and reclining second-row seats. An available class-leading With
eight high-performance speakers, a digital amplifier, and dynamic speed compensation, the
available Bose sound system will amp up your audio experience. Available wireless phone
charger means you can simply place your compatible device on the charging pad for cord-free
power on the go. Available Forward Collision-Avoidance Assist FCA uses a radar system,
designed to help detect a potential collision and automatically apply the brakes in a variety of
circumstances. If the system detects a potential hazard crossing into your intended path, audio
and visual warnings and possible braking intervention are activated. Available Safe Exit Assist
SEA alerts your passengers when they try to exit the vehicle when rear sensors detect a vehicle
approaching from behind. Warm up or cool down your Seltos before you hit the road, lock or
unlock the doors remotely, or even find your vehicle and get directions to it. Get your headlight
and taillight status, low-fuel warning, battery status, and more. See notifications on
maintenance scheduling, your warranty, and other important info. Inspiring a new vision of
adventure, Kia unveiled these one-of-a-kind Seltos Concept Vehicles at the L. Auto Show. A
two-inch lift kit, off-road tires, and a winch behind the front valance make the X-Line Trail Attack
Concept ready to leave the pavement behind. Ready for any road, the X-Line Urban Concept
features a custom two-inch lift kit, 17x8-inch alloy wheels, and four high-powered Hella auxiliary
lights. Your actual monthly payment may be higher than estimated here. See your local Kia
dealer to help determine your actual monthly payment based on, among other things, exact
selling price, lease or financing terms, credit history, down payment, special offers, and trade-in
appraisal. Global Labels. Not all colors, color combinations, and optional features can be
equipped on all trims. Some colors and option selections may include, exclude, or require the
purchase of additional options and packages. Always drive safely. Always drive safely and use
caution. Available 1. Available Blind-Spot Detection Technology. Available Features. Seltos S
Trim. Build yours now. Seltos Explore with confidence. Learn More. View All Reviews Here.
All-Weather Capability. Upscale Interior. Bose Premium Sound. Wireless Charging. Cargo
Space. Kia Drive Wise. Concept Vehicles. Trims Explore your options. MSRP excludes
destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options, and dealer charges. Actual price
set by dealer and may vary. Vehicles shown with optional equipment. Some features only
available as part of packages. Kia Motors reserves the right to make changes at any time as to
vehicle availability, destination, and handling fees, colors, materials, specifications, features,
accessories, packages, and models. Tools Offers and Inventory. Incentives are subject to
change and expiration. Not all incentive programs are compatible with each other. Additional
terms and conditions apply. See your participating Kia dealer for complete details. No offers
available at this time. Please contact a dealer Find a Dealer. Estimated Payments. Some color
packages and option selections may include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional
options and packages. Next Steps Request a quote now. Connect with dealers for pricing, offers
and more. Get Started. Stackla UGC Made to do more. Take us on your next journey. Find us at
KiaSeltos. Build Yours Test Drive. MSRP excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title,
license, options and dealer charges. Actual prices set by dealer and may vary. Not responsible
for typographical and computer errors. Some color, package, and option selections may
include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages. All exterior and
interior images and specifications contained on this website are based on latest product
information available at the time of posting and may vary slightly from actual product. See
retailer for details. Kia Motors reserves the right to make changes at any time as to vehicle
availability, destination, and handling fees, colors, materials, specifications, features,
accessories, packages and models. Other options available for other trim levels. Build Yours.
Available heated 1 and ventilated second-row seats. UVO Link with available Standard Safe Exit
Assist 3. Take command with an available Rear passengers can enjoy available dual sunroofs
and standard USB ports. Get a clearer view of your driving performance without taking your
eyes off the road thanks to the available Head-Up Display. Telluride can adapt itself to a variety

of slippery situations with the available Snow mode and AWD Lock mode for improved stability.
This feature can detect a passenger in the rear cabin. If a rear passenger is detected and the
driver leaves the vehicle, the vehicle will notify the driver. Not sure if you locked your doors?
Simply send a command or set up a recurring schedule from the Kia Access with UVO link app
or online portal. Parking mystery solved. Standard RCCA 5 scans for oncoming obstacles as
you back up. If the system detects a potential hazard crossing into your intended path, it
activates audio and visual warnings and possible braking intervention. An advanced airbag
system monitors the severity of certain impacts to help manage airbag inflation. Your actual
monthly payment may be higher than estimated here. See your local Kia dealer to help
determine your actual monthly payment based on, among other things, exact selling price, lease
or financing terms, credit history, down payment, special offers, and trade-in appraisal. Global
Labels. Not all optional features available on all trims. Some features may vary. Limited
availability. Always drive safely and use caution. Always drive safely and use caution when
changing lanes. Based on latest available public information as of June, Standard Sofino Seat
Trim. Standard Auto Emergency Braking Technology. Standard Blind Spot Collision
Technology. Telluride Packed with confidence. Learn More. View All Reviews Here. Assembled
in America Telluride is proudly assembled in America, powering jobs in our Georgia factory.
Our best features forward. Head-Up Display. Drive Modes. Smart Charging. Be the master of the
road with the power to help tackle all your adventures. Smart Key. Kia Drive Wise. Child Safety.
Telluride Awards. Trims Choose your Telluride. MSRP excludes destination and handling
charges, taxes, title, license, options, and dealer charges. Actual price set by dealer and may
vary. Vehicles shown with optional equipment. Some features only available as part of
packages. Kia Motors reserves the right to make changes at any time as to vehicle availability,
destination, and handling fees, colors, materials, specifications, features, accessories,
packages, and models. Some color package, and option selections may include, exclude, or
require the purchase of additional options and packages. Tools Make room for adventure.
Incentives are subject to change and expiration. Not all incentive programs are compatible with
each other. Additional terms and conditions apply. See your participating Kia dealer for
complete details. No offers available at this time. Please contact a dealer Find a Dealer.
Estimated Payments. Some color packages and option selections may include, exclude, or
require the purchase of additional options and packages. Next Steps Request a quote now.
Connect with dealers for pricing, offers and more. Get Started. Stackla UGC Lead the way. Share
your path for others to follow. Find us at KiaTelluride. Build Yours Test Drive. MSRP excludes
destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options and dealer charges. Actual prices
set by dealer and may vary. Kia Motors reserves the right to make changes at any time as to
vehicle availability, destination, and handling fees, colors, materials, specifications, features,
accessories, packages and models. Not responsible for typographical and computer errors.
Other options available for other trim levels. Some color, package, and option selections may
include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages. All exterior and
interior images and specifications contained on this website are based on latest product
information available at the time of posting and may vary slightly from actual product. See
retailer for details. Rugged good looks. Not all optional features are available on all trims. Some
features may vary. The Sorento S delivers a power trio of style, convenience, and advanced
driver assistance technology, adding these features to the base model Sorento:. Not all features
available on all trims. Standard SEA can alert driver and passengers to potential hazards
approaching from behind before exiting the vehicle, even activating the child locks. Available
Rear Cross-Traffic Collision-Avoidance can alert the driver or hit the brakes if a collision is
imminent while reversing out of a parking spot. Available 3D-embossed genuine leather seat
trim provides an inviting and cozy texture with quality stitching that can stand up to years of
adventuring. The available Smart Power Liftgate automatically opens when Smart Key is
detected, revealing a dual-level cargo floor that can hold taller items or conceal valuables. Go
big on your adventures with a series of optional excursion accessories that attach to the
available roof rails, including a bike rack and rooftop cargo box. Connect multiple Bluetooth
devices simultaneously for shared access. Passengers are protected by an arc of airbags that
are deployed and inflated intelligently based on the severity of certain impacts. Your actual
monthly payment may be higher than estimated here. See your local Kia dealer to help
determine your actual monthly payment based on, among other things, exact selling price, lease
or financing terms, credit history, down payment, special offers, and trade-in appraisal. Global
Labels. Always drive safely and use caution. Available 2. Standard Auto Emergency Braking
Technology. Available Features. Get up to 37 MPG combined. Build Yours. Go with confidence.
Learn More. Torque Vectoring Cornering Control. All-Weather Performance. Hill-Start Assist
Control. Forward Collision-Avoidance Assistance. Blind Spot Assistance. Rear Occupant Alert.

Safe Exit Assist. Parking Collision Avoidance. Standard 3rd Row Seating. Comfortable and
Rugged. Smarter Cargo Loading. Leave No Gear Behind. Bring all your devices. Learn more
about your UVO link services. Smart Airbags. Keep Kids Safe. Lighter and Stronger. Quality
Testing Tested for strength. And then some. Trims Choose your adventure. Some color
package, and option selections may include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional
options and packages. Tools Take the first step. Enter your ZIP code for offers and inventory or
to use the payment estimator. Incentives are subject to change and expiration. Not all incentive
programs are compatible with each other. Additional terms and conditions apply. See your
participating Kia dealer for complete details. No offers available at this time. Please contact a
dealer Find a Dealer. Estimated Payments. Some color packages and option selections may
include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages. Next Steps
Request a quote now. Connect with dealers for pricing, offers and more. Get Started. Stackla
UGC Every road is a story. Tell us how yours is written. Find us at KiaSorento. Build Yours Test
Drive. MSRP excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options and dealer
charges. Actual prices set by dealer and may vary. Some options shown may not be available
on all trims. Kia Motors reserves the right to make changes at any time as to vehicle availability,
destination, and handling fees, colors, materials, specifications, features, accessories,
packages and models. Not responsible for typographical and computer errors. Other options
available for other trim levels. Some color, package, and option selections may include,
exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages. All exterior and interior
images and specifications contained on this website are based on latest product information
available at the time of posting and may vary slightly from actual product. See retailer for
details. With a completely redesigned exterior and interior, high-tech features, and available
turbocharged engine, the Soul is a marvel of adaptability. The Soul S trim offers the perfect
balance of comfort, style, and advanced driver assistance technologies that make a great deal
all that much smoother. Soul S adds the following features to the LX:. All-around good looks.
The Soul Turbo includes a 1. The Soul Turbo looks the part with included full LED headlamps,
unique inch alloy wheels, and center-exit dual exhaust with chrome tips. The off-road inspired
Soul X-Line trim features rugged, textured and contrasting exterior body cladding, unique inch
alloy wheels, and satin silver exterior accents. Power up your compatible devices with wireless
QI charging, in addition to multiple connected charging ports. The Kia Access app with UVO link
gives your compatible smartphone access to remote start with climate control, the in-vehicle
notification center, and connect as well as roadside assistance. Start your vehicle remotely and
get the cabin temperature just right before you start your adventure. Helps you keep your Soul
in tip-top shape by providing notifications on maintenance scheduling, your warranty, and other
important info. Available FCA uses a radar system, designed to help detect a potential collision
and automatically apply the brakes in a variety of circumstances. The available LKA system
monitors the position of your Soul under certain conditions and may apply steering corrections
if it senses you drifting outside your lane. If the system detects a potential hazard crossing into
your intended path, it can help by activating audio and visual warnings and possible braking
intervention. Available SCC is designed to adapt to your driving environment by automatically
accelerating or decelerating your car, to help maintain a predetermined distance from a vehicle
it detects in front of you. Your actual monthly payment may be higher than estimated here.
Global Labels. Not all optional features available on all trims. Some features may vary. The
driver's primary responsibility is in the safe and legal operation of a vehicle, and use of any
handheld devices, other equipment, or vehicle systems which take the driver's eyes, attention
and focus away from the safe operation of a vehicle or which are not permissible by law should
never be used during operation of the vehicle. Normal data rates will apply. Data plan rates
apply. Available Turbo trim with a hp engine. Available SOUL S. Soul Peace of Mind You Can
Trust. Learn More. View All Reviews Here. Performance-Inspired Exterior. Interior Design. Soul
X-Line. Mood Lighting. Flexible Seating and Storage. Trims Find your Soul mate. MSRP
excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options, and dealer charges.
Actual price set by dealer and may vary. Vehicles shown with optional equipment. Some
features only available as part of packages. Kia Motors reserves the right to make changes at
any time as to vehicle availability, destination, and handling fees, colors, materials,
specifications, features, accessories, packages, and models. Some color package, and option
selections may include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional options and packages.
Tools Make it happen. Not all incentive programs are compatible with each other. No offers
available at this time. Please contact a dealer Find a Dealer. Estimated Payments. Some color
packages and option selections may include, exclude, or require the purchase of additional
options and packages. Next Steps Request a quote now. Connect with dealers for pricing, offers
and more. Get Started. Stackla UGC Make a deeper connection. See how the Soul brings people

together. Find us at KiaSoul. Build Yours Test Drive. The Kia Telluride has deeply impressed us
since its debut just last year. Yet in just about every other aspect, the Telluride does things a
little better than the rest. Its cabin is luxury-like in its quality, for instance, and the third-row seat
can comfortably fit adults. The Telluride also rides smoothly and is abundantly equipped with
the latest technology and safety features. That you get Kia's great warranty and competitive
pricing almost seems like an unfair advantage over other automakers. Granted, it'll still be worth
your while to check out the competition. In addition to the mechanically similar Hyundai
Palisade, the Telluride is up against class stalwarts such as the Honda Pilot and Toyota
Highlander. All are capable SUVs. But the Telluride is our favorite. It's proved to be comfortable,
capable and a dependable family hauler, and, if anything, our fondness for the Telluride has
only grown after several thousand miles behind the wheel. Check out Telluride 20,mile
long-term test to learn more about what it's like to own and live with. Each comes standard with
a 3. Front-wheel drive is standard, though all-wheel drive is optional on all four trims.
Highlighted features include: LX Starts you off with:. EX The EX trim reverts back to the
second-row bench and inch wheels but adds even more features, including:. SUV drove very
well and lots of new updates looked at the mid range. After checking with Edmunds I first
looked at the Honda Passport, test drove it and liked it. But when I test drove the Telluride I
couldn't believe how quiet and comfortable it was. Its tech and safety features rock! I know
some are upset with the "market adjustment", what some in the auto industry call a bump
sticker. I took that into consideration when I decided to trade in our late model corvette, which
we loved as a week-end driver, but it wasn't practical. I traded the 'vette against a EX 2 wheel
drive Telluride in white we live in FL with the premium package. In addition to the bumper to
bumper 5 year and 10 year k mile powertrain warranty the dealership extended the latter to
lifetime, for free. How can anyone beat that? If you're in the market for a mid sized closer to full
size SUV you should include the Telluride in your search I went back and forth between
Telluride and Hyundai Palisade. I liked the price and extra features in the Palisade, but just
couldn't warm up to the styling. Went with Telluride and it looks more like a real SUV and I was
more confident that it wouldn't have wind noise issue that seem to be common in Palisade, and
it came with better tires, but still on 20" rims. My biggest issue is that if you want more of the
luxury features, they force you to take the crappy 20" wheels with low profile tires. Low profile
tires do not belong on an SUV! Even in the Nightfall edition, you still can't get 18" wheels and
the better tire profile. You must take the low profile tires which are prone to getting bent rims
and flat tires if you take them even a few feet off road. The Telluride is a very nice design and
seems like it could be more off road capable that the Honda Pilot or Toyota Highlander, but
sadly Kia hamstrung it with the same fashion choices that the others have by forcing 20"
wheels and low profile tires with anything beyond the basic trim. The driver assist features are
much better in function and implementation that the Honda or Toyota competitive products. Kia
hit a grand slam with the Telluride. The Telluride is certainly capable, and has so much thought
put into its features and conveniences. I opted for the SX with Premium package. I would highly
recommend it. The tech is outstanding. The design elements both inside and outside are
thoughtful and well executed. So happy with this car and all that it delivers. Well done Kia! Write
a review. See all 29 reviews. A repeat winner, the three-row midsize Telluride offers up a smooth
ride, a luxurious interior, and the latest technology and safety features. Our defending
champion has successfully defended. So for the second year in a row, it remains our top-rated
SUV. And it isn't just one feature or a few small advantages here and there. It's the Telluride's
overall package that continues to impress. So there's plenty of space for family hauling. Inside,
we love the attention to detail from the handsome design to the high-quality materials to the
oodles of storage space. There's plenty of tech too. An easy-to-read center touch screen works
well whether you're using the inbuilt system or syncing your phone. A host of exterior cameras
makes parking a breeze. And for , Kia has introduced a new seven-pin trailer connector which
improves its towing capability. Not the Telluride. And its design is exceptionally attractive. Not
only have we evaluated one in our long-term test fleet, we even have a Telluride owner on staff.
For the money, there's simply no better option. The Telluride and Palisade are nearly identical
underneath the sheet metal. They share the same engine, transmission and optional
all-wheel-drive system. Many of the technology features are similar, too. As such, picking one
can come down to your preferences about such things as styling or getting the best deal. Both
are great midsize three-row SUVs. The Pilot has more storage bins, pockets and cubbies for
your personal items, while the Telluride counters with a few more standard features and more
refined operation of some of its advanced driver safety features. The Atlas shines when it
comes to interior space. The spec sheet indicates that it's no larger than the Telluride, but the
space has a more open and usable feel to it. It also has a smooth ride, secure handling and
easy-to-use controls. But the Telluride is quicker and has a more refined and upscale interior.

Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Kia Telluride and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the Telluride 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift
through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any
vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Telluride. Edmunds experts
have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Kia Telluride and all model years in
our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Telluride
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Kia Telluride. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Kia Kia Telluride.
Photos Videos 2. Select year - Upcoming - New - New. Other years. Pros Plush ride and
well-shaped seats offer all-day comfort Spacious interior for large families Lots of standard tech
and safety features for the money Cons Less small-item storage in cabin than in some
competitors What's new A Nightfall Edition package that adds black-painted wheels and trim
Upgraded trailer-towing wiring harness now a seven-pin Remote engine start button has been
added to the key fob Part of the first Telluride generation introduced for What's it like to live
with? The Telluride is an impressive three-row SUV. It boasts a quiet and upscale cabin,
impressive tech, extensive standard features, adult-friendly third-row seating, and a satisfying
driving experience. It has a few minor weaknesses, but overall this Kia is a great pick for a
three-row crossover SUV. The Telluride is a satisfying SUV to drive. Its V6 engine is responsive,
though outright acceleration is ultimately average for a three-row SUV. In Edmunds testing, our
Telluride test vehicle sprinted from 0 to 60 mph in 7. The brakes are strong and can bring the
Telluride to a halt in a hurry. They're also easy to modulate for consistent and smooth stops.
The steering is light at parking-lot speeds and weights up naturally in turns. The Telluride is
stable when going around turns and doesn't exhibit excessive body roll. We also like that the
engine's fuel-saving stop-start feature works smoothly and quietly. The Telluride is quite
comfortable. The seats are supportive and nicely contoured, with almost pillow-like headrests.
Outside noise barely makes it way inside, making for a luxury-car-quiet cabin even at freeway
speeds. Engine noise is present, but it's never unpleasant or intrusive. For a three-row SUV, the
Telluride is generally smooth-riding, although it can get a little rough over uneven pavement.
The climate control system is easy to use and properly regulates temperature in all three rows.
While the seat heating and ventilation aren't the strongest on the market, it's nice to see them
available for both first- and second-row passengers. The Telluride offers a very roomy and
upscale-feeling cabin with easy access to all three rows. Passenger space is excellent in both
the second and third rows. The space feels more open thanks in part to the abundance of large
windows. Only front-passenger knee room is a little tight. The controls are clearly labeled and
grouped logically. However, the driver has to stretch to reach the infotainment screen. Visibility
is excellent thanks to plenty of large windows. The camera systems and parking sensors are
helpful extras. All Tellurides come with numerous collision avoidance and mitigation systems

as well as adaptive cruise control that operates down to a stop. Apple CarPlay and Android
Auto also come standard, and numerous USB ports are spread across all three rows, although
only one can transmit data. The optional wider infotainment screen EX and up looks sharp, and
it comes with navigation that offers several useful features. Our SX test vehicle also had the
head-up display and rear-seat intercom features; both are useful. The upgraded speaker sound
system is also excellent. The turn-signal camera display in the gauge cluster is less impressive.
It's small, low-res and mostly redundant given the regular blind-spot monitoring system. Cargo
space is generous, with 21 cubic feet behind the third row and 87 cubes with both rows folded
down. The hatch opening is wide and accommodating, and there's also a useful underfloor
compartment, too. With 5, pounds of max towing capacity, the Telluride matches class leaders.
Small-item storage is a weakness: While there are several options for organizing small items,
there's much less space for personal effects than in some competitors. Got small children?
Child safety seats fit easily, and the car seat anchors are easy to find. On the plus side, our test
Telluride achieved about 23 mpg on our mile mixed driving evaluation route, indicating that the
EPA's numbers are realistic. You can run the V6 on regular gas, unlike some rival SUVs that
require premium gas to return their rated power and fuel economy numbers. The Telluride might
be the best value in the class for what you get. From the driving experience to the interior to the
standard and available features, at every price point you just get a little bit extra, and in top
trims you get a near-luxury experience. Overall, we are very impressed with the quality of the
Telluride. It seems like Kia went hard for a "baby Land Rover" feel, and it nailed it without the
Telluride coming across as a knockoff. It's bargain luxury in a good way, and the Telluride's
space, design and driving experience are a step above competitors. You'll be just fine if you go
for the base Telluride LX. It's a great budget trim that includes plenty of standard features,
including all the latest safety features and tech, such as an 8-inch touchscreen with Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto. Want more? The EX model adds more convenience features such as
keyless entry and a power liftgate while remaining relatively affordable. Highlighted features
include:. Read more. Find savings on the Telluride for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See
all Telluride lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Telluride. Safe Exit Assist Warns if a
vehicle or bicyclist is approaching your parked car and locks the doors to prevent you from
opening them into traffic. Forward Collision Avoidance Warns if a front collision is imminent
and applies the brakes if the driver doesn't respond in time. Side Impact Test Good. Kia
Telluride vs. Hyundai Palisade The Telluride and Palisade are nearly identical underneath the
sheet metal. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Related Telluride Articles. The Edmunds
experts tested the Telluride both on the road and at the track, giving it a 8. You probably care
about Kia Telluride fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Telluride gets an
EPA-estimated 21 mpg to 23 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Telluride has
And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Kia Telluride is
reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal
what it's like to live with the Telluride. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the
reviews, and be sure to compare the Telluride's average consumer rating to that of competing
vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Kia Telluride is a good car.
Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Telluride and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel
economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the Telluride is a good car for you. If you're interested in the Kia Telluride, the next question is,
which Telluride model is right for you? What do people think of the Kia Telluride? Edmunds
Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Kia Telluride and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written
by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New
Kia Telluride? Which Kia Tellurides are available in my area? Can't find a new Kia Tellurides you
want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Kia
Telluride? Check out Kia lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Telluride
drive? How comfortable is the Telluride? How economical is the Telluride? Is the Telluride a
good value? This three-row SUV offers more features, a range of efficient powertrains and a
nicer interior than ever. Stealing a page from
vw new beetle headlight
lincoln ranger 8
2014 nissan sentra sv owners manual
the Kia Telluride's playbook, the Sorento's interior looks great, with interesting materials and
plenty of tech. An available all-wheel-drive system with torque vectoring and a locking center
differential should make the new Sorento a capable off-roader. Be respectful, keep it civil and

stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read.
Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. The Kia Sorento looks like a
Telluride crossed with a Seltos This three-row SUV offers more features, a range of efficient
powertrains and a nicer interior than ever. Craig Cole. The Kia Sorento has been overhauled for
Read the article. This SUVs interior looks seriously nice in photos. The Sorento's body ain't too
bad, either. That sure is a pretty blue! The Kia Sorento is slated to go on sale later this year.
Spacious little Hyundai Ioniq 5 electric crossover is all angles Spacious little Hyundai Ioniq 5
electric crossover is all angles 17 Photos.

